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Hares: Fungus, Slow Cunt, Black Hole Driller
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Just over 50 hardy Hashers turned up at Klong Krata Big Hole, Chaofa West as our wet GM got in the 
Hares. By this time, almost all that were left for the circle were wearing some sort of plastic to ward of 
the rain, that was by now horizontal!
This report is by wet memory only, as your Scribe could not get his note book out...even under cover. It
was decided by our leader to vastly reduce the allotted  time of our circle so we could go home and get 
dry! 
RETURNERS in...Rusty Hook only...not sure where he has been but he looks wet to me!
VISITING HASHERS in...now this must be a first, our Visiting Hashers arrived via taxi , as they 
missed the bus at the Expat. What a time to be on your first and last Phuket Hash!...All the way from 
the US, Portland Hump Hash. Smell My Pinkie, 60 K9 and Ditch Bitch....60K9 told us just what they 
get up to at the Portland Hump Hash...during the Run, girls have to flash their boobs and the lads have 
flash their pinkies! ( I noted that they look like a 80's porn star with his two bitches). The lad told us a 
joke and the two girls sang to us....great stuff. Well done, thanks for coming on such a crap day...we 
enjoyed you!GM gave them a shirt each, which we made them put it on!

We had a few RUN OFFENSES...mainly SADG asking about the flashing from the Yanks!

HBYC...Fungus, one of our Hares today is something over 60....HBYC!

STEWARD...Jungle Balls could not do his well prepared spot and said he would save his new song for
a drier time (something to look forward to!). He soldiered on with a few jokes and insults. Good spot, if
not a bit wet JB, Thanks!

DEPARTERS in..Rusty Hook again and Bollox ( looking a bit like a refugee from a beauty pageant, 
with his peado speedo's on!)

HARES in...Manneken Pis, our Run Master pointed
out that it must be a record that All the pack were lost
within 60 meters of the start...all running past the start
of the paper from the tarmac, by at least 10
minutes...this could only mean one thing...Hash Shit to
Fungus!

The GM closed the circle and told the five of us that
were left to piss off home!
PLEASE NOTE...ALTHOUGH I WILL SEE YOU
ALL NEXT WEEK, THE RUN IS ON SUNDAY,
NOT SATURDAY DUE TO THE VOLUNTEERING!

ON ON, NOT CLEAVER       SEE YOU ALL ON SUNDAY

http://phuket-hhh.com/

